Pathways from Undergraduate Education

High School

Enrolled Undergraduates (2-year and 4-year)

Non-STEM degree earner/or leave with no degree

Major in STEM

Graduate with STEM Bachelor's Degree

Enter STEM Workforce or Other Field

Associate Degree / Transfer

Enrolled in STEM Graduate Degree

Key
- Undergraduate
- Graduate
- Exit Points
Pathways from the Masters

1. Enrolled Graduate Masters
   - STEM Bachelor's Degree
   - Graduate with Master

2. Faculty
   - Enter STEM Non-Academia Workforce or Other Field
   - Enrolled in Graduate PhD

Key:
- Undergraduate
- Graduate
- Faculty
- Exit Points

Return to Simplified Map
Pathways from the PhD

1. STEM Bachelor's Degree
2. STEM Graduate Masters
3. Enrolled graduate PhD
   - Exit Points: Faculty, Post Doc, Non-Academia Workforce or Other Field
4. Graduate with PhD
   - Faculty
   - Enter STEM Non-Academia Workforce or Other Field

Key:
- Undergraduate
- Graduate
- Post Doc
- Faculty
- Exit Points

Return to Simplified Map
Pathways from Post Doc

Key
- Graduate
- Post Doc
- Faculty
- Exit Points

STEM Graduate Degree

Post Doc

Enter STEM Non-Academia Workforce or Other Field

Faculty

Return to Simplified Map